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1. Introduction 

 
The damaging agents always present in cell may 

cause serious defects to nuclear DNA. The DNA repair 
mechanisms targeting different kinds of DNA damages 
were evolved to keep the genetic material unaltered in 
living organisms1. Consequently, the DNA damage 
appears in dynamic equilibrium with the repair and the 
altered genetic material is normally repaired at the level of 
DNA in a single cell. If not, its correct replication and 
expression can’t be ensured with all serious consequences. 

On the other hand, the goal of many current cancer 
therapies is the controlled cell damage that is induced by 
chemotherapeutic agents and the DNA repair thus 
naturally operates against such treatment. Inhibition of 
specific repair pathway in combination with 
chemotherapeutics is therefore believed to become better 
and more complex strategy in the future2. Understanding 
the chemistry of DNA repair in detail is one of the 
essential tasks in contemporary research of cell life that 
could open new possibilities in cancer therapy. 

The oxidative damage to DNA represents a serious 
issue because various reactive oxygen species appear 

within the cellular environment owing to both 
environmental and metabolic factors. The most common 
and dangerous mutations occur due to oxidation of a DNA 
base. Regarding the 2′-deoxyguanosine (G) base, its 
oxidation results in 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanosine (oxoG) base. 
The damage is known to induce serious transversion 
mutation to DNA that was found in human cancer; once 
oxoG mispaired with adenine the T:A instead of G:C base-
pair is replicated3–4. The human 8-oxoguanine glycosylase 
1 (hOGG1) protein (Fig. 1) belonging to the glycosylase/
lyase family of base excision repair (BER) enzymes is 
employed by cell to eradicate the oxoG lesions in 
chromosomal DNA5–12. 

While the general chemical mechanism for the 
glycosylase/lyase family of BER enzymes13–14 was also 
adopted for the hOGG1 protein by Verdine’s group5,15–16, 
the detailed chemical mechanism of oxoG elimination is 
remaining unclear. Different chemical mechanisms 
describing oxoG excision were proposed and also 
modelled theoretically following the structural information 
acquired in experiments17–23. 

The removal of a damaged base is the first 
irreversible step of repair with BER enzymes and as such 
it has an essential impact on the whole process. However, 
before the N-glycosidic bond cleavage the DNA substrate 
is stabilized in a pre-cleavage state that allows efficient 
bond cleavage. This is a common strategy reported for the 
BER enzymes to promote catalytic base excision. In 
general, “The catalytic imperative for BER enzymes16 is to 

MECHANISM OF BASE EXCISION WITH THE hOGG1 DNA REPAIR ENZYME 

Fig. 1. The structure of DNA-hOGG1 complex with PDB ID 
1N3C. The figure highlights oxoG base (blue) flipped from DNA 
and dipped into hOGG1 catalytic site 
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supply up to 19 kcal mol–1 of TS stabilization in order to 
accelerate bond cleavage 1014-fold.” Particularly the issue 
of activation of the N-glycosidic bond cleavage can be 
addressed by employing the methods of theoretical 
chemistry. In the case of hOGG1, several structures of 
DNA-hOGG1 complexes were resolved in the 
crystallographic studies24–25. The theoretical modelling can 
highlight importance of residues within the hOGG1 
catalytic site because the structure of the pre-cleavage 
state was determined. In this contribution we review our 
recent findings on catalytic pathway describing oxoG base 
excision with the hOGG1 protein that was newly proposed 
on the basis of existing structural phenomenon found for 
the substrate DNA within the hOGG1 catalytic site26. The 
N-pyramidalization enforced with the hOGG1 protein to 
the glycosidic nitrogen of oxoG facilitates single-step, 
energy efficient excision of the oxoG nucleobase. It might 
be anticipated that this striking strategy of substrate 
activation reported here for hOGG1 could be of general 
importance among BER enzymes owing to its simplicity 
and energy-efficiency. 

 
2. The oxoG base excision with hOGG1 

 
The general mechanism of base excision for 

glycosylase/lyase family of BER enzymes adopted also for 
the hOGG1 is following5,13–16. The oxoG excision 
proceeds via attack of the ε-amino nitrogen of lysine 249 
(Lys249) in hOGG1 to the anomeric carbon C1’ of oxoG 
nucleoside (Fig. 2). After cleavage of the N-glycosidic 
bond the formation of a Shiff base proceeds and then the 
defective DNA strand is cleaved. The general strategy 
appeared in agreement with biochemical and 
crystallographic studies, however, the detailed chemical 
mechanism of oxoG excision remained unclear7,16,24,25,27–29. It 
is unknown whether the cleavage proceeds according to 
SN1 or SN2 type of the reaction and also roles of many 
residues surrounding oxoG during the cleavage remained 
unclear. Only recently, the existence of an unknown 

checkpoint mechanism responsible for distinguishing 
oxoG and G was reported based on a direct observation of 
an uncleavable G base artificially inserted into the hOGG1 
catalytic site30. Different chemical mechanisms describing 
oxoG excision that comply with the available structural 
data were also modelled theoretically17–23. 

In the catalytic pocket of hOGG1 oxoG interacts with 
several residues. The mutational analysis demonstrated 
that out of these Lys249 is indispensable for oxoG base 
excision7. The crystal structure with PDB ID 1N3C 
revealed the first picture of a active site in the presence of 
a lesion-containing DNA25. Verdine and co-workers firstly 
suggested that the anionic form of oxoG during base 
excision is stabilized by cationic NεH3

+ amino group of 
Lys249. Subsequent transfer of the proton from Lys249 to 
N9 nitrogen of oxoG enables formation of the product, the 
neutral oxoG base. Then the neutral amine on Lys249 is 
captured by the oxocarbenium intermediate of deoxyribose 
forming the Schiff base intermediate. The neutral form of 
Lys249 could initiate the alternative catalytic pathway that 
was also suggested by Verdine7; the NH2 amino group of 
Lys249 was involved in a cascade cleavage pathway 
starting with attack to C1′ sugar carbon of oxoG 
nucleoside29. The two chemical reactions were later 
modelled theoretically by Schyman18, and linked in one 
reaction scheme by Calvaresi who proposed the proton 
addition to N3 nitrogen of oxoG from the NεH3

+ amino 
group of Lys24917. Similar pre-activation step but owing 
to a proton addition to O8 oxygen of oxoG was studied by 
Osakabe31. 

In summary, the Lys249 was recognized as a key 
residue during catalytic cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond 
of oxoG operated with hOGG1. Its protonation state is 
decisive in the base excision process; however, neither the 
experimental nor the theoretical studies brought strong 
arguments for preference of any particular chemical 
mechanism among all the proposed pathways. 

 

3.  Structural background of the newly 
proposed reaction pathway 
 
The proposal of the new reaction scheme for oxoG 

excision is based on the structural information available 
for hOGG1 and considering one general structural 
phenomenon observed in nucleic acids; the pyramidal 
geometry of glycosidic nitrogen (N-pyramidalization)32. 

The general assumption of a planar nucleobase 
considered here as a planar arrangement of the inner-ring 
atoms agrees with a number of experimental observations. 
The opposite out-of-plane deviations in the crystal 
structures of isolated bases were statistically equivalent 
and their overall geometries were thus classified as 
planar33. However, several NMR experiments weaken the 
planarity assumption34. Also the geometries calculated for 
nucleobases in vibration states35, owing to explicit 
hydration36, base stacking37, and due to the interactions 
with backbone phosphate38 were nonplanar. 

Fig. 2. The active site of hOGG1 with emedded oxoG. Figure 
highlights attack of Lys249 to the C1′, N9, and N3 atoms of 
oxoG (indicated with dashed line), which are important in so far 
considered catalytic pathways 
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The statistical analysis of X-ray structures obtained at 
ultrahigh resolution (resolution of 1.0 Å or better, R-value 
< 0.2) in public databases unveiled the pyramidalization of 
glycosidic nitrogen32. Extent of the pyramidalization found 
in both DNA and RNA oligonucleotides corresponded to 
the magnitudes calculated in isolated nucleosides, 
however, the pyramidal inversion that was also found in 
the X-ray data was not explained theoretically. This fact 
indicated that environmental factors might be involved in 
modulation of stereochemistry at the glycosidic nitrogen. 
Indeed, further detailed theoretical investigations of N-
pyramidalization in the structure of DNA G-quadruplex 
with NDB ID UDF062, one of the best resolved X-ray 
DNA structures39, revealed that solvent molecules along 
with hydrogen bonding among nucleobases and metal 
cation-DNA interactions notably contribute to the extend 
of observed N-pyramidalization40. In addition, local 
directional character of external molecular constraints 
comprising of base-base hydrogen bonding and non-
covalent interaction with ion(s) and/or water molecules 
was found to be responsible for the absolute configuration 
of glycosidic nitrogen40. To summarize, the specific N-
pyramidalization can be enforced to nucleic acid residues 
by molecular surroundings. The nonplanarity of 
nucleobase may affect also NMR parameters. The 
respective error in the glycosidic torsion angle used to 
measure the sugar-to-base orientation that is determined 
with the J-couplings across N-glycosidic bond may be up 
to 25 degrees41. 

 
4. The newly proposed reaction pathway 

 
The N-pyramidalization in nucleic acids became 

experimentally validated and theoretically explained 
structural phenomenon. Importantly, the N-pyramidalization 
is accompanied by concentration of the lone-pair electron 
density at glycosidic nitrogen. The electronic state of 
glycosidic nitrogen thus shifts from sp2-like toward sp3-
like upon the N-pyramidalization increase. The electronic 
change could in principle provide an environment that is 
necessary for proton stabilization/addition at glycosidic 
nitrogen of a nucleoside. In such a case, the proton may 
directly substitute C1′ carbon of sugar and the N9-C1′ 
glycosidic bond is cleaved. This is the essence of the 
newly proposed mechanism with hOGG1. The proton-
delivering residue is Lys249 providing the protonation 
state ensuring its terminal NH3

+ group26. 
The proton addition to glycosidic nitrogen of 

a nucleoside surrounded with bulk water can be 
considered nearly impossible, as other atoms in 
nucleobase possess higher proton affinity42–43. However, 
the microscopic pKa’s assumed for atoms of nucleobase 
appearing within active site of enzyme may differ from the 
macroscopic ones, which explains site-specific protonation 
of substrates in many enzymes16. Regarding the catalysis 
with hOGG1, the N-ammonium of Lys249 was originally 
proposed to act as charge-stabilizer during the 

N-glycosidic bond cleavage, however, the exact role was 
unknown29. 

The newly proposed reaction pathway employing 
N9-pyramidalization of oxoG is initiated with direct 
coordination of the N-ammonium of Lys249 to the N9 
nitrogen of oxoG. The attack calculated employing 
oxoG-hOGG1 crystallographic structures unveiled sizable 
initial N9-pyramidalization of oxoG that further increased 
in the TS where the geometry of N9 was sp3-like and the 
proton of N-ammonium transferred to the N9 nitrogen of 
oxoG. The N9-C1′ bond may be in this way substituted by 
N9-H one and the reaction was therefore called -bond 
substitution26. The calculated activation energy ∆G# 17.0 
kcal mol–1 was in a perfect agreement with the energy 
estimated for glycosidic bond cleavage with hOGG117 that 
corresponds to the overall TS of BER enzymes16. The ∆G# 
calculated for -bond substitution was lower than 
activation energies calculated for other cleavage pathways 
that were proposed in the literature previously. 
Importantly, the theoretical modelling of the N-glycosidic 
bond cleavage for oxoG and G via the -bond substitution 
pathway appeared distinguishable and explained the 
discrimination of the two nucleobases by hOGG1 that was 
observed experimentally. The N9-pyramidalization and 
particularly the lone-pair concentration at N9 nitrogen 
depends on the aromatic character of the nucleobase. The 
more aromatic character of G corresponds to the more 
delocalized lone pair at N9 nitrogen that prevents direct 
interaction with Lys249 and proton addition to the site. In 
summary, the newly proposed mechanism is both energy-
efficient and substrate-specific. Experimental validation of 
the proposed catalytic cleavage mechanism employing the 
methods of molecular spectroscopy is currently ongoing. 

 
5. Conclusion  

 
The substrate activation is a decisive factor during 

early stages of the catalytic repair with BER enzymes 
when the damaged nucleobase is recognized and excised 
from DNA. In this contribution we reviewed the newly 
proposed catalytic scheme for 8-oxoguanine excision with 
the human 8-oxoguanine glycosylase 1 (hOGG1) BER 
enzyme employing one structural phenomenon observed 
in nucleic acids, namely the pyramidalization of glycosidic 
nitrogen (N-pyramidalization). In the course of the 
enzymatic excision, specific molecular surroundings of the 
nucleobase within the hOGG1 catalytic site enforce 
notable N-pyramidalization to oxoG that triggers the N-
glycosidic bond cleavage straightforwardly, via 
substitution of the N9-C1′ glycosidic bond with N9-H 
bond. The mechanistic pathway appeared energy efficient 
and substrate specific (G versus oxoG) according to our 
theoretical modelling. 
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This article suggests a new mechanistic scheme of the 

catalytic 8-oxoguanine excision with the hOGG1 base 
excision repair protein. The energy-efficient and substrate-
specific scheme employs enforced pyramidalization of the 
glycosidic nitrogen in the nucleobase within the hOGG1 
catalytic pocket.  


